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An estimated 575 cars make the 2022 Cruise to Casselton the largest attended show in its 20 year history.  The 

weather was beautiful, Jay Thomas broadcast live on his radio show, our own DJs were on the top of their game 

and Swanks members worked hard as usual to put on a good show and make people feel welcome. The shuttles 

kept moving visitors around the town, the food vendors were busy, the bars were hopping with customers and 

the blow-up car was a hit.  The highlight of the show for me was that we were honored to have three Swanks 

members from the 50’s and 60’s attend our show.  It was great talking to them and learning more about the his-

tory of the Swanks.  As president Mark Kieffer said, “This car show will be hard to beat.”     

Swanks members Jon and Lisa Baumler’s Chevy pickup used for the Swanks posters and dash plaques 2022 
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Cruise to Casselton 2022 

Swanks Car Show 
 

The highlight of the Swanks Car Show 2022 was visiting with three Swanks members from the beginning of the club.  

One thing that really stuck in my mind as I visited with these gentlemen was something Bob Pettinger said in our 

conversations.  Bob said, “I always remember the Swanks for all the fun we had.”  From 1956 through 2022 I believe 

Bob’s statement holds true and I think I can prove it. 

Grampa Gary and his beautiful granddaughter                    Steve Olson, Russell Freeman and Bob Pettinger swap early Swanks stories 

Russell Freeman (57) and President Mark Kieffer          Our wacky DJs just wanna have fun                         Mike Thiel in charge of a shuttle 

Keith and Bruce Frueh enjoying the show                         I think these two are having fun                           Hank Weber and Jon Baumler cruising 

Former Swanks members 



     All these people came to have fun                            Paul Hornbacher, blue shirt, having fun                     Tony Carpenter is having fun 

The young people are having fun                                    Jay Thomas is having fun                                      Todd, Mark and Don are having fun 

           Think they are having fun?                                    Working together is having fun                                  greeting our guests with a smile 

              Gary, Mike, Jay having fun                            Jon directing traffic greeting entrants                     These two may have had too much fun 

I rest my case! 












